
Hanna O. Spitsyna, Alla O. Hordeyuk. Features of modern classification of intellectual property items. This article
determines modern classification of  intellectual property objects, which identified in international regulations and presumed by
scientists, studding problematic issues in sphere of intellectual property.

The defined, which the most common is classification, with distribution criterion of objects in group to the institutions of
intellectual property: copyright and related rights; industrial property law. The individual scientists have their own approach
regarding inclusion in different classification groups.

The offered with given the content of international law and scientific research of scientists, classi-fy of intellectual property
objects by several criteria in depending: from the assignment of objects to a specific legal institutions of intellectual property; from
the legal nature of objects which without fail sub-ject to patenting or state registration or on them spread of presumption of
authorship; from the title of protection, which issued based on patenting result or state registration of specific objects. By these
criteria expediently to highlight such groups and subgroups of intellectual property objects: objects of copyright and related rights
with separate subgroup copyright objects and subgroup related rights objects; objects of the institution of industrial property law,
where to highlight the patent law objects, the objects, where individualize of participants in civil transaction, goods, services and
subgroup of unconventional objects.

Determined the need in modern realities of virtualization of legal realities to additions to the list intellectual property
objects, which is defined in article 420 Civil code of Ukraine, such facilities of do-main name and website. The domain name
include in subgroups of industrial property law objects, which individualize  of participants in civil transaction, goods and services,
and website include in group objects of copyright and related rights, guided by the legislator’s position. The legislator secured
concept of web-site in the law of Ukraine «On copyright and related rights».
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